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suppose K, )...) K, are fields of transcendence degrees t, ,..., t,, respec- 
tively, over a common subfield F, where t, > t, > . . . > t,, and t, < ao. Then 
the tensor product R = K, @,X2 @I~ . . . OF K, has dimension t, + ... + t, 
161. O’Carroll and Qureshi [4] conjectured that R is an equidimensional 
Hilbert ring, and proved the conjecture in special cases. The conjecture has 
been proved in general by Trung [7], using results from algebraic geometry. 
The object of this paper is to generalize Trung’s result in two directions. 
Specifically, we prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a commutative domain, and let (Bi, i E I} be a 
nonempty collection of subrings of D, such that: 
(i) B = ni B, is infinite, of cardinality Card(B) > Card(l), or B and I 
are both finite; 
(ii) D is a finitely generated B-algebra. 
Let S be the multiplicatively closed set generated by Ui (B,\O). Then 
S - ‘D is a Noetherian equidimensional Hilbert ring, of dimension 
d = mm (t.d.(D / B,)}. 
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THEOREM 2. Let D be a commutative domain, and let B1,..., B, be 
subrings of D(n > 1). Suppose that B, is chosen so as to satisfy 
t.d.(D (B,) = mini {t.d.(D ] Bi)}. Suppose further that: 
(i) B = ni Bi is inj?nite; 
(ii) D is a finitely generated B,-algebra, 1 < i < n; 
(iii) B, ,..., B, are integrally closed. 
Let S be the multiplicatively closed set generated by Ui (Bi\O). Then 
S-ID is a Noetherian equidimensional Hilbert ring of dimension 
d = t.d.(D ] B,). 
(Here, for a given i, t.d.(D ] Bi) denotes the transcendence degree of the 
quotient field of D over the quotient field of Bi.) 
The theorem of Trung can readily be recovered from either of these 
theorems, taking account of the results of [4]. Note also that the Sharp and 
Vamos formula [6] is a special case of the formula for the dimension of 
S’D in either of the theorems. 
The similarity of Theorems 1 and 2 might lead one to suspect that they are 
both special cases of a single, more general, result. However, the following 
example shows that condition (ii) in Theorem 1 cannot be weakened to agree 
with condition (ii) in Theorem 2, and also that Theorem 2 cannot be 
extended to deal with an infinite family of subrings Bi. Let F be an arbitrary 
field and let I be a countably infinite set. Let (Xi, i E I} be a set of indeter- 
minates. Let D = F[X,, i E I], and for each i E I let B, = F[X,, j E 1,j # i]. 
Then D = tJi Bi, so S = D\O and S’D is a field, whereas t.d.(D ( Bi)= 1 
for all i E I. 
However, in the case where Z is finite, Theorem 1 follows easily from 
Theorem 2 or a variant of it (see Section 3). 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 follow a similar pattern. In each case the 
argument uses induction on d, and the inductive step boils down to finding a 
prime ideal of D satisfying certain properties. This is done in two stages. 
First an element x E D is found which is transcendental over each Bi, and 
second an element b E B is found such that consideration of (x - b) D yields 
the desired ideal. The methods used involve algebraic geometry in the case of 
Theorem 1, and a “Going down” argument in the case of Theorem 2. 
In Section 1 we prove Theorem 1 under the hypothesis that B is infinite 
with card(B) > card(Z). The result in the remaining case, where B and Z are 
both finite, can then be deduced by an argument involving standard algebraic 
technicalities; it seems best therefore to postpone consideration of the latter 
case until Section 3. This section also contains remarks on the relationship 
between Theorems 1 and 2 when Z is finite and on what can be said in the 
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situation of Theorem 2 when B is finite. A variant of Theorem 2 is also con- 
sidered. 
The authors wish to thank K. A. Brown for numerous conversations about 
this problem. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we suppose that B is infinite, with card(B) > card(Z). 
Let T = B\O and let S, denote the multiplicatively closed set in T-‘D 
generated by lJi (T-‘Bi\O). Then S;‘(T-‘D) = S-ID; T-ID is a finitely 
generated T-‘B-algebra; T-‘B is an infinite subfield of ni Tp ‘Bi, with 
Card(T-‘B) = Card(B) > Card(Z); and t.d.(T-‘D 1 T-‘Bi) = t.d.(D 1 Bi) for 
each i E I. 
Hence, passing to T-‘D, etc., there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that B contains an infinite subfield F such that Card(F) > Card(Z) and D is a 
finitely generated F-algebra. Clearly, therefore, S-‘D is Noetherian. The 
remaining statements in the theorem are proved simultaneously by induction 
on d. 
It is worth remarking at this point that t.d.(D ) F) = dim D and 
t.d.(B, 1 F) = dim Bi for each i E Z, since Bi is a subalgebra of the finitely 
generated F-algebra D (see, for example, [3,2.3(b)]). This gives an alter- 
native expression for d as 
d = dim D - max {dim Bi}. 
In the case d = 0, there exists j E Z such that t.d.(D ) Bj) = 0, that is, D is 
algebraic over Bj. Hence S-‘D is algebraic over the quotient field of Bj, and 
so is a field. Thus the result holds in this case. 
From now on assume that d > 1, and that the result holds in any similar 
situation giving rise to a smaller value for d. 
To prove equidimensionality, let 0 c P, c . a. c P, be a saturated chain of 
prime ideals in S-‘D with P, a maximal ideal, and suppose initially that 
c # 0 (of course dim S-‘D is at most d, so is finite). Then D n P, is a prime -- 
ideal of height 1 in D. Let D = D/(D f7 PI), and let S, Bi denote the images 
of S, B,, respectively, in 0. Then D is a domain, finitely generated as an F- 
algebra, and of dimension (dim D - 1). Furthermore, each Bi is mapped 
isomorphically onto pi by the natural map, so dim Bi = dim Bi ; and S is the 
m_ultiplkatively closed set generated by (Ji (B,\O). Hence (S-‘D)/P, z 
(S)-‘(D) is an equidimensional Hilbert ring of dimension d - 1, by 
inductive hypothesis. In addition, the chain 0 c P, /PI c . . . c PC/P1 of prime 
ideals in (S-‘D)/P, is saturated, with PC/P, maximal, from which it follows 
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that c = d, which is precisely the property of equidimensionality. It therefore 
remains only to show that c # 0, in other words that S-ID contains a non- 
zero prime ideal. 
Next suppose P is a prime ideal in S-ID, and a is an element of SP ‘D 
with a & P. The Hilbert property requires the existence of a maximal ideal M 
of S -‘D such that P G M and a !Z M. An argument similar to the above, 
applying the inductive hypothesis to D/(D nP>, will work provided Pf 0. 
Moreover, in the case P = 0, it is sufficient to find a non-zero prime ideal Q 
in S-ID with a 4. Q, for then the same argument may be applied once more, 
replacing P by Q. 
Now, after multiplying by a unit if necessary, we may assume a E D. 
Also, the prime ideals of S-ID are in 1-l correspondence with those prime 
ideals of D which have zero intersection with each Bi. Thus the inductive 
step in the proof of the theorem, both for equidimensionality and for the 
Hilbert property, reduces to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let D, {Bi, i E I) be as in Theorem 1, and suppose 
that t.d.(D / Bi) > 0 for all i E I. Let a be a non-zero element of D. Then 
there exists a non-zero prime ideal Q of D with a @ Q and Q n Bi = 0 for 
all i E I. 
Before proving the general case, let us dispose of the case dim D = 1, that 
is, t.d.(D ] F) = 1. Since t.d.(D 1 Bi) > 0 for all i E I, it follows that each Bi is 
algebraic over F, and so a field. But D is not a field, and it clearly suffices to 
find a maximal ideal Q of D with a G Q. But this is immedate, since D is a 
finitely generated F-algebra, and so a Hilbert ring. 
From now on assume that dim D = t.d.(D ] F) > 2. Write D as F[x, ,..., xm] 
for some x i ,..., x, E D. Let/i be the polynomial algebra F[X, ,..., X,] and let 
V: /i + D be the F-algebra epimorphism given by I#,) = xi. Let 
6’: Fm+’ +A be the F-linear map 
u = (u, )...) Um)~uUofU,X,+...+U,X,, 
and let#=(~08):Fmt1+D. 
Since D is a domain, the ideal P = Ker v of n is prime, of height 
m - dim D < m - 2, so Theorem 12 of [5] says that P + no(u) is a prime 
ideal of height m + 1 - dim D in /i, for all u in the complement of some 
proper algebraic subvariety I’, of Fm+ ‘. In other words D#(u) is a prime 
ideal of height 1 in D, for all u E Fmi ’ \ V,. The proposition will be proved 
using this fact, together with the following Lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.2. In the above notation, let A be any F-subalgebra of D such 
that t.d.(D 1 A) f 0. 
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(i) The set V= {u E Fm+‘, o(u) is algebraic over A} is a proper F- 
vector subspace of Fmi ’ (and hence a proper algebraic subvariety). 
(ii) For any x E D\#(V), the sets 
U= {fEF,D(x-f)nA#O} 
U’ = {fE F, a E D(x -fl} 
are finite, where a E D \ 0. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let F be an infinite field, let r 2 1 be an integer, and let 
(Vi, i E I) be a family of proper algebraic subvarieties of F’, where 
Card(l) < Card(F). Then V= ui Vi # F’. 
Proof of 1.2. (i) Let K, L denote the quotient fields of A, D, respec- 
tively, and let K’ denote the algebraic closure of K in L. Then K’ is an F- 
vector subspace of L, and V is the inverse image of K’ under the F-linear 
map 
F m+‘~Dc,L. 
Hence V is an F-vector subspace of Fm+‘. That V is proper follows from the 
facts that #(Fm+‘) generates D as an A-algebra and that D is not algebraic 
over A. 
(ii) By definition of V, the element x E D\$(Vlis transcendental over 
A. Let C denote the subring A[x] of D, and let K denote the algebraic 
closure of the quotient field K of A. For each fE F, let hf denote the unique 
homomorphism C+ g such that hJb) = b (for all b E A) and hAx) =J By 
[ 1, 5.231 there e%sts an element g E C\O such that whenever hAg) # 0, there 
is an extension h,-: D -+ K of h,, with h,.(a) # 0. 
If h, exists, then a @ Ker i;s? D(x -f), so f@! U’; and D(x -f) n A G 
(Ker h;) n A = 0, so f & U. Furthermore hxg) can be written as g(j), where 
g=g(x)E C=A[x]&@ x is regarded as a polynomial in the indeterminate ] 
X. 
Since g # 0 in K[x], the sets U and U’ are finite, being subsets of the set 
of roots (in K) of g. 
Proof of 1.3. We use induction on r. If r = 1 then each Vi is a finite set, 
so Card(V) < Card(F), whence V # F. 
Suppose r > 2, and that the result holds for varieties in Frdl. First note 
that each Vi is a union of finitely many irreducible varieties, so we may 
replace { Vi, i E I} by { Vi ,j E J}, where each Vj is a proper irreducible 
algebraic subvariety of F’, V= lJj Vj, and Card(J) < Card(F). 
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Suppose H & F’ is a hyperplane. If H c I’; for some j E J, then H = V,f , 
since H is maximal among irreducible subvarieties of F’. Since there are 
Card(F) > Card(J) hyperplanes in F’, we may choose one, H,, say, such 
that H, & I’,! for all j E J. In other words H,n Vj is a proper algebraic 
subvariety of H, for all j E J. Parametrizing H, as F’- ’ and applying the 
inductive hypothesis, we have 
VnH,=U (V;nH,)#H,, 
whence V # F’, as claimed. 
Proof of 1.1. By part (i) of Lemma 1.2 there exist proper F-vector 
subspaces {Vi, iE I} of F”‘+’ such that 4(u) is transcendental over Bi 
whenever u E Fm’ ’ \ Vi. Then V = V, U (lJi Vi) is a proper subset of F”” ‘, 
by Lemma 1.3 (where V,, is the subvariety specified in the discussion 
following the statement of Proposition 1.1). 
Fix u = (u,, U, ,..., u,) E F”‘+’ \ V, and define x = 4(u). 
Let U, be the set {fE F, (u, -f, U, ,.,., u,) E Vo}. Then U, is a proper 
subvariety of F, and so is a finite set. By Lemma 1.2(ii) there are finite 
subsets Ui (i E 1) and U’ of F such that D(x -f) n Bi = 0 for f & Vi (i E I), 
and a 6$ D(x -f) for f@ U’. 
Since Card(F) > Card(l) and F is infinite, the set U = U, U U’ U (Ui Vi) 
is a proper subset of F. 
Fix fE F\ U, and let Q = D(x -f). Then Q is a prime ideal of height 1 in 
D (since f & U,), with Q n Bi = 0 (since f $ Ui) for each i E 1, and a 6? Q 
(since f @ U’). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As in Section 1, it is clear that S-‘D is Noetherian of dimension at most 
d (since S-‘D is a localization of (B,\O)-ID), and that if d = 0 then S- ‘D 
is a field. So suppose that d > 1. A similar argument to that in Section 1 
establishes that it suffices to show, given a E D\O, that there exists a non- 
zero prime ideal P in D such that a &P and P n Bi = 0, 1 < i < n. So fix 
a E D\O, and let F denote the quotient field of B. 
A simplified version of the argument presented in Section 1 is sufficient 
here to show that there exists x E D such that x is transcendental over each 
Bi. Let {x, ,..., x,} be a common generating set for D as a B,-algebra, 
1 < i < n; such a set certainly exists. For each i = l,..., n, let 
Vi = {(a, ,.,., a,)E Fm,alxI + a.. + a,x, is algebraic over Bi}. 
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Each Vi is an F-subspace of F”, and is in fact a proper subspace, since 
P i ,..., x,,,} generates D as a B,-algebra and D is not algebraic over Bi. 
However, F is an infinite field, so there exists (a, ,..., a,) E B” such that 
x :=a,x, + .-* + a,,,~,,, is transcendental over each Bi. 
Fix i such that 2 < i < n. Extend Bf[x] to a finite polynomial extension 
C”’ := Bi(x, y ,..., z] (with x, y ,... , z algebraically independent over Bi) such 
that D is algebraic over C”‘. Since D is a finitely generated (?-algebra, 
there exists ci E C”‘\O such that CF c Dci is an integral extension. Let 
e=ac,..‘c,, so e # 0. Then there exists fE B, [x] \O such that any prime 
ideal in B i [x] which excludes f lifts to a prime ideal in D which excludes e 
(cf. [l, 5.231). C onsider f as a polynomial over B,, and pick any element 
b E B which is not a root off(such an element exists since B is infinite). The 
ideal (x - b) B, ]x] is the kernel of the retraction B, [x] + B, which maps x 
to b, and so is a prime ideal of B,[x] which excludesf: (Note also that for 
similar reasons 
((x - b) Bi[x])n Bi = 0, 1 <i<n.) 
Hence there exists a prime ideal P in D such that e 6? P and P n B, [x] = 
(x - b) B, [xl. Without loss of generality, we may shrink P so that it is 
minimal over (x - b) D. We now show that it is also the case that 
] = (X-b)Bi[x], 2<i<n. Pf’ Bi[x 
It then follows that 
PnBi= ((x -b)Bi[x])nBi=O, l<i<n. 
Moreover a 6Z P, since e & P. 
Fix i such that 2 < i < n. Now C”’ is integrally closed, since Bi is, and 
hence Cl.f’ is also integrally closed. Moreover Ct.) & Dci is an integral 
extension, and P survives in Dci (for ci & P, since e @ P). The extension 
Cz.’ c Dci satisfies “Going down,” by the Cohen-Seidenberg Theorem 
[ 1, 5.161. The extension Bi[x] G Cyi) also satisfies “Going down,” since it is 
a composite of flat extensions, and so a flat extension. Hence the prime ideal 
P n Bi[x] is minimal over the ideal (x - b) B,[x], which is itself prime, and 
so these ideals are in fact equal. 
3. REMARKS 
1. Suppose further, in the situation of Theorem 1, that Z is finite but 
that B is infinite. We remark that in this case, Theorem 1 can be deduced 
from Theorem 2. The argument at the beginning of Section 1 shows (since Z 
is now finite) that we may suppose that B is a field, which we rename F, and 
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that D is an afftne domain over F. Let D denote the integral closure of D, Hi 
the integral closure of Bi, 1 < i < II, and ,!? the multiplicatively closed set in 
D generated by Ui (Bi\O). As in [4, Sect. l] it follows that S-‘D L l!-‘fi is 
an integral extension; moreover, D is an afftne domain over F. The 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 apply to D together with the Bi, and it is clear that 
for each i 
t.d.(D ( Bi) = t.d.(D 1 &). 
So in the situation where d > 1, let a E D\O. On considering a E D\O, 
Theorem 2 provides us with a non-zero prime ideal P of s-‘D such that 
a @ P. Let Q = P n S- ‘D. Since the extension S- ‘D E s- ‘D is integral and 
is composed of domains, Q # 0; moreover a 66 Q, so Theorem 1 follows (see 
the first part of Section 1). 
2. Suppose that we are in the situation of Theorem 1, with B and I 
both finite, and with d > 1 (the case d = 0 being trivial). Then B is a field, 
which we rename F, and we consider the effect of applying the functor 
F@ -, where F is the algebraic closure of F and the tensor product is taken 
over F. Consider F@ D and F@ B, (1 < i < n) where, without loss of 
generality, we take F@ Bi 5 F@ D. Then F= F@ F = F@ (0, Bi) = 
ni (F@ Bi). Now D c F@ D is an integral, faithfully flat extension (cf. 
14, Sect. 1 I), and F@ D is a finitely generated F-algebra. Let a E D\O, and 
let P be a minimal prime ideal in F@ D. Then P n D = 0 by “Going down.” 
For i = l,..., n, let Pi = P n (p@iJ,) and consider D = F@ D/P and 
~i=FOBi/Piwherewetake_B,~DandDcD.ThenF~niB,inD,and 
D is an affine domain over F. The hypotheses of Theorem 1 apply to 6 
together with the &. Note that D _C fi is an integral extension of domains, 
and that Bi z gi is also an integral extension; hence t.d.(D 1 Bi) = t.d.(D 1 Bi). 
Let a E D\O, and consider a E D\O. Then Theorem 1, applied to 6, 
provides us with a non-zero prime ideal Q of d such that a @ Q and 
gngi=O, 1 <iin. Let Q be the preimage of Q in F@D, and let 
Q’ = Q n D. As before, Q’ is a non-zero prime ideal in D since the extension 
D c F@ D is integral; clearly a & Q’ and Q’ n Bi = 0, 1 ,< i < n (since 
PnD=O). 
Hence Theorem 1 extends to cover the case where B and I are finite. 
3. Suppose that we are now in the situation of Theorem 2 except 
that B is now finite, and so a field, which again we rename F. Suppose 
further that F is algebraically closed in the quotient field of D. We again 
consider the effect of applying F@ -. Using [8, Corollary 2, p. 1981 and 12, 
Proposition 19, p. 3181, and arguing as in Remark 2, one sees that the conse- 
quences of Theorem 2 descend from the domain F@ D (with subrings 
F@ Bi, 1 < i < n) to D (with subrings Bi, 1 < i < n). 
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4. Consider a variant of Theorem 2, where we delete hypotheses (i) 
and (iii), but add the new hypothesis that D be integrally closed. For 
i = l,..., n, let & denote the integral closure of Bi in D. Then each Bi is the 
integral closure of Bi in the quotient field of D, and it follows easily that 
B := ni gi, if finite, is algebraically closed in the quotient field of D. Let % 
be the multiplicatively closed set generated by Ui (gi\O). Noting that 
t.d.(D ) Bi) = t.d.(D I&), and considering Remark 3 if B is finite, the conse- 
quences of Theorem 2 hold for g-‘0, and as in Remark 1, these conse- 
quences descend to S-ID. 
This variant of Theorem 2 again generalizes Trung’s result, and again (as 
in Remark 1) one can deduce from it the particular case of Theorem 1 where 
Z (only) is assumed finite, and B may be tinite or infinite. 
We can also deduce, from the two theorems, variants to cover the 
situation where we no longer suppose D to be a domain, but suppose only 
that each Bi is a domain. For if a E D\O and if P is a prime ideal in D such 
that a @ P and Pn Bi = 0 for each i, we may pass to the domain D/P and 
apply the relevant theorem there. The exact statements of the results are 
rather messy, so they are not given explicitly. 
5. Finally, we are left with the open question as to what can be said 
about the situation in Remark 3 if we no longer suppose that B is 
algebraically closed in the quotient field of D.’ 
Note added in proo$ M. Nagata has also independently obtained a proof of the conjecture 
of O’Carroll and Qureshi. The second author has obtained an answer to the open question in 
Remark 5; details will appear elsewhere. 
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